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Discussion of different numerical models applied to 
air infiltration measurement in external walls. 

byOUC E." 

.. Technical University of Wroc/aw, Instifute of Building Engineering, Poland 

Abstract 

When computing heat loss or temperature fields in external wall jOints, with existing 
cracks, numerical mesh layout is chosen depending upon crack type. In practice, analytic 
approach can be used only in case of uniform walls or sandwich wall (with no head leakage 
bridge) with a straight crack coming through. The paper summarizes comparison of results 
developed according to numerical outcome of the balance analysis for different practical mesh 
layouts. The results can be applied to in situ research of external wall joint air tightness using 
thermal- pressure method [1], where thermovision equipment (880 LWB + TIC 8000) is used. 

Nomenclature 

heat capacity 
thickness 

c 
d 
h network step 
hs thickness of crack 

Iz 
v 

t 

air permeability in joint 
velocity of air 
temperature, 

1. Description of models 

. 1.1. Analytical model 

Greek symbols Subscripts 

A. thermal conductivity a 

p density i,j,n 
't time p 
a. convective heat transfer s 
a., coefficient of heat 

transfer in the crack e 

S temperature in the node, 

air 
natural numbers 
permeability 
crack 
inside 
exterior 

Solution is obtained in form of non-dimensional temperature e in the area of equivalent 
wall with thickness d1 , obtained from applying Fourier method to the Laplace equation [2]: 

1'J(x,y) = x + Len exp (- n1ty) sin n1tX , 
n=! 

where: 

(1) 

(2) 

Cli values take into consideration the boundary conditions as a function of non
dimensional Nusselt number Nu and Peclet number Pe (Pe = v hs Cs Ps ) where p = 2 Nud1 I 
(Pehs ) . Abscissa x, calculated proportionally to the wall on the internal surface in non· 
dimensional coordinates, has a value of (1 - 1t13i), where Bi = a, d1 /.:t. For the cases where h. 
< 0.002m , which corresponds to practical values of as Bi / a, > 35, with the estimated error 
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value not higher than 1% a simplified formula for non-dimensional temperature can be used: 

ti0 = (3,- 31 .• )! (31- t.. ) 

Equation (3) is more suitable for comparison because it takes into consideration the 

coefficient of heat transfer in the crack Us . Most frequently used value of Nu, on which u. 
coefficient depends, varies from 4.0 to 7.6. 

1. 2. Numerical models 

As mentioned before, from the practical point of view balance equations are 
constructed for different mesh layouts, depending on shape of the cracks. For the purpose of 
further analysis three different kinds of mesh structures were used shown on fig. 1 as "a", ub", 
"c" with balancing element marked. Model "b" corresponds to that used in the literature so far, 
while models "a" and "c" are introduced by the author. For the clarity purpose the "b" model 
shall be described. Equations will be shown as for the transient state, to be used further on in 
the final conclusions. 

The "b" model has been used among others in [31, where the crack divides the 
evaluated region into two symmetrical parts with nodes situated along crack axis and on its 

surface. Temperature in the nodes of crack axis t. in (n + 1) time period ti't for the infiltration is 
evaluated from the equation: 

2ap,n (ts,iJ,n+l -ts,iJ-I,n)!!.'tlh = 2as,n (l'h,i-lJ,n -ts,iJ,n+l) !!.'t 

and used in balance equation for crack surface temperature Ss: 

l'h,i-IJ,n+l = tJs,i-lJ,n +!!.'t [A,(2th-2J,n + tJi-lJ-I,n + tJi-IJ+I,n - 4tJi-lJ,n) + 

+ 2ash (ts,iJ,n+1 -tJs,i-lJ,n )]/(cph2). 

(4) 

(5) 

In model "a", axis temperature is a result of a balance e.quation with the assumption 

that in narrow cracks (hs � 0), the temperature at crack surface Ss approaches the 

temperature in the node off crack (Ss � SiJ), while infiltrating air temperature by node off 

crack (t s.IJ .f. n� 3IJ-f•n), see models "a" and "b", fig. 1. Following these assumptions, equation 
(4) takes the shape of: 

2ap,n (ts,iJ,n+l -tJiJ-l,n)!!.tlh = 2as,n (tJiJ,n - ts,iJ,n+z) !!.'t, (6) 
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while the equation for mean temperature in the crack node should read as follows: 

'fJiJ,Il+1 = 'fJi,j,n + L1't' [A('fJHJ,ll + 'fJi+lJ,ll + 'fJi,j-l,n + 'fJiJ+l,n - 4'fJiJ,n) + 

2 + 2ash (ts,iJ,n+1 - 'fJiJ,n )]/(cph ). 
(7) 

In model "c", (i - 1) node row is situated at distance from crack surface, which leads to 
head resistance increase between crack axis nodes and the first row of nodes parallel to crack 
axis. Crack axis temperature, which at the same time equals temperature in the (i ,J) node 
retaining the balance, is shown in [1]: 

1)ij,n+1 � S;p {(A + A 1 1)ij-I,n + [ �:; + (A - B l] 1)ij,n +(A - C 1 1)i,;+I,n + 

[h2Cp ].. Aash . .  
+ 4L1't' - (A + D) 'fJ1,J,1l + 

(ash + A) 'fJl-l J,n + (8) 

[h2Cp 2'Aash ] . . 'Aash . .  
+ 

2L1't' - (ash + A) 'fJ1J,n + 
(ash + 'A) 'fJl+I,J,n} . 

Assuming that infiltrating air temperature by the element under analysis equals that of 
backward node (i ,j - 1) and exfiltrating air temperature equals that of the central node (i ,J): A = 

2 up , B = - A , C = 0 = 0, where up similarly to earlier models equals half the product' value of 
air volume permeability of the crack Iz times specific heat c. and air density p. (up = Iz c. p. /2). 

In case of model "c" heat transmission in the direction towards crack axis, e. g. between 
nodes (i - 1,J) and (i, J) covers also heat flow resistance 11us , which is accounted for in balance 
equations for nodes of (i - 1) row. 

2. Model evaluation by test tasks 

While testing the correctness of numerical models used ("a", "b" and "c'), evaluations 
were carried out regarding infiltration of crack through external, uniform wall (hs = 0.001 m, Nu 
= 7.6). Three different step values of the mesh were used (h = 0.009; 0.0045 and 0.003m), 
as well as two values of heat transfer coefficient within the crack up = 0.01 (Pe = 0.8189 ) and 
up = 0.02 (Pe = 1.6378). Models were examined as for the transient state with constant 
boundary conditions, which allows for comparison of results with the simplified analytic formula 
(3). Analyzing the phenomenon at constant temperature values on both sides of the uniform 
wall the researchers wanted also to measure time needed before two temperature fields 
become stable, with the assumption that for t = 0 ,up = 0 and for t > 0, up = const. 

As starting condition, it has been assumed that in the whole region, for t = 0, the 
distribution of temperature is stable and results from unidirectional heat flow in the wall (with no 
account for the crack). For t > 0 temperature at the crack inlet, as well as heat transfer 
coefficient within the crack, are constant and amount to fa and up respectively. The remaining 
data values show as follows: ')." = 0.042 W/(m K), d = 0.054 m (d1 = 0,061 m), f, = 20, fa = -20 
·C, u/ = 8, Us = 23, Us = 92.8 WI(m2K). In the regions off the crack standard balance equations 
applied. Evaluated step after time in accordance with [1] was assumed at dt = 15, except for 
model "b", with mesh h = 0.0045 and 0.003 m, where M is established using trial method at dt 
= 0.5 5. 
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Computed results of Ih. during the whole of the period under study are shown on fig. 1 

as non - dimensional temperature �E> for models "a", "b" and "c". Because of the fact that 
results for the meshes 0.003 and 0.0045 were similar, the latter are not included in the 

drawing. The value of 11E> for Pe = 0.8189 computed from (3) amounts to 0.0415, while 

numerical computations (for h = 0.003 m) amount to: for model "a" � 11E> = 0.0396, for "b" � 
11E> = 0.0438, for "c" � 11E> = 0.0509, which means that �/.s = 1 5.1 1;  1 4.96; 1 4.70 ·C 

accordingly, with analytically obtained value of �/.S = 1 5.04 ·C. Similarly, analytically obtained 

value of 11E> for Pe = 1.6378 is 0.0813, while numerically model "a" � 11E> = 0.0830, "b"� �e 
= 0.0954 and "c" �11E> = 0.11 05, which, as above, results in �/.' = 13.53; 13.08 and 1 2.52 ·C 

with analytically obtained �/.S = 13.59 ·C. While assigning values for 11E> for models "a" and "c" 

instead of �/.' researchers used �/.J.n+1 (along the crack axis by warm surface of interior face of 
the wall). 

3. Conclusions 

Narrow distribution of results allows for accepting all three models "a", "b", "c" for engineering 
calculations, with stress put on the first two ("a" and "b') being the most reliable in evaluating 

�/.s temperature. Model "c" results in underrated values due to largest distance from the first 
node row from the crack axis. It may be treated as advantageous error (safety margin) when 

comparing e. g. �/.' temperature with dew - point value. 

In the final stage of computation for 1: = 1200 s, in all three models, increments of �/.' 

temperature were 0.0001 ·C at time increment of 100 �1: • This will result in comparatively fast 
stabilization of temperature field when wall with a crack is used, at constant temperature 
difference of tl and te, provided that air flow with constant flow rate through the crack is 
initiated. 
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Fig. 1 Comparison of numerical calculation results for models "a", "b" and "c" at mesh 
step h = 0.009 m (upper curves} and h = 0.003 m (lower curves}. 
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